We uncover how nonlinearities dramatically influence the buckling of elastic beams by means of experiments, simulations and theory. We show that sufficiently wide, ordinary elastic beams exhibit discontinuous buckling, an unstable form of buckling where the post-buckling stiffness is negative. We develop a 1D model that matches our data and identify nonlinearity as the main cause for negative stiffness. Finally, we create nonlinear metamaterials that allow us to rationally design the (negative) post-buckling stiffness of metabeams, independently of beam thickness, and demonstrate discontinuous buckling for metabeams as slender as 1% numerically and 5% experimentally.
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We uncover how nonlinearities dramatically influence the buckling of elastic beams by means of experiments, simulations and theory. We show that sufficiently wide, ordinary elastic beams exhibit discontinuous buckling, an unstable form of buckling where the post-buckling stiffness is negative. We develop a 1D model that matches our data and identify nonlinearity as the main cause for negative stiffness. Finally, we create nonlinear metamaterials that allow us to rationally design the (negative) post-buckling stiffness of metabeams, independently of beam thickness, and demonstrate discontinuous buckling for metabeams as slender as 1% numerically and 5% experimentally. Buckling of beams under uniaxial loading is perhaps the most basic example of an elastic instability. Its textbook explanation rests on Euler's elastica, which describes the bending of elastic lines [1] . In this model a straight beam loses stability under sufficient uniaxial load F and buckles. This stability loss can be captured in models of varying degree of sophistication [2] , but even the simplest analysis gives an excellent estimate of the critical buckling load F c of columns, crucial for engineering [3] . The elastica also predicts that the relation between force F and axial compression u has a universal positive post-buckling slope, S, which equals 1/2 in appropriately rescaled units:
where L is the length of the undeformed beam -see Fig. 1a .
Here we describe how nonlinearities -either geometrical ones due to large deformations or inherent to the material -dramatically alter this post-buckling scenario. In particular we find that sufficiently strong nonlinearities lead to discontinuous buckling, a novel form of buckling where the forces in the post-buckling regime decrease for increasing deformation, so that S < 0.
First, we experimentally and numerically show that ordinary elastic, incompressible beams undergo discontinuous buckling when the beam aspect ratio exceeds 12% -see Fig. 1b . Second, we construct a 1D model which generalizes Euler's elastica to account for nonlinearities, and show that it matches our experimental and numerical data. Third, inspired by the central role of nonlinearities in this model, we create beams made of mechanical metamaterials -see Fig. 1c , which are strongly nonlinear by design. We present numerical evidence that a judicious choice of metamaterial can cause arbitrarily slender beams to exhibit discontinuous buckling. Experimentally, we achieve discontinuous buckling for metabeams as slender as 5%.
Buckling of Wide Beams: We first perform a combined experimental/numerical investigation of the buckling of solid, rectangular beams of length L, width w and depth d, focusing on aspect ratios, or thicknesses, t := w/L up to 0.27. In the experiments, we use a well-characterized silicon rubber (Polyvinyl Siloxane double elite 8, Young's modulus E = 250 kPa, Poisson's ratio ν ≈ 0.5). To minimize gravitational effects we perform density-matched experiments in a bath of water. We create rectangular beams of dimensions L = 45 mm, d = 35 mm [4] and widths ranging from w = 1.55 mm to w = 12.85 mm by molding. We rigidly mount these (using silicon glue) to the top and bottom plate of an Instron 5965 uniaxial testing device equipped with a 100 N load cell, allowing us to measure the axial force F (accuracy 10 −4 N) as a function of the axial compressive displacement u (accuracy 10 −3 mm). It is important to realize that wide beams undergo substantial uniaxial compression before buckling, pushing the physics beyond that of simple linear elasticity. Rubber-like materials are essentially incompressible, and their elasticity is entropic, well described by a gaussian approximation for the polymeric chains [5] . This leads to the widely used incompressible neo-Hookean formulation of elasticity, where the elastic energy density is W = E/(4(1 + ν))(λ the principal stretches (length ratio before/after deformation) [5, 6] . In order to numerically capture wide beam buckling, we have performed finite element simulations of a neo-Hookean 3D model, for E = 250 kPa and ν = 0.49999 [7] .
In Fig. 2a we plot the experimental and numerical results for the nominal stress (σ := −F/(wd)) versus nominal strain (ε := −u/L) for a range of aspect ratios t, and in Fig. 2b we show the corresponding post-buckling slopes. We find excellent agreement between experiments and simulations. For all beams, there is an initially nearlinear elastic behavior with a sudden departure from linearity as a result of buckling. Our data clearly shows that the post-buckling slope S is significantly affected by the aspect ratio t and monotonically decreases as t increases [8] .
Our first main result is that for t > 0.12 the postbuckling slope becomes negative. Hence, under increasing load, such beams exhibit discontinuous buckling. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a negative stiffness is reported for such uniaxially loaded structures.
Theory: How to understand this breakdown of Eulertheory? Based on an extensive study of the strains and stresses in our full numerical data we conclude that both extensibility and nonlinearity play a crucial role for discontinuous buckling. Consider first the Euler equation for inextensible beams,
where θ is the deflection angle of the neutral line,s :=˜ε s/L is the rescaled curvilinear coordinate of the beam and F the applied load rescaled by EI/L 2 [3] . In our simulations, we observe significant shortening of wide beams prior to buckling and stretching in the post-buckling regime, neither of which is captured in Eq. (1). Including such effects one obtains the extensible elastica [13] , and in Fig. 3a we show the axial stress and strain profiles on a cross-section in the middle of the beam for this model. Here the strain profile is given asε(x) = ε 0 + κx, where x is the transverse coordinate and κ the curvature (Fig. 3ai) . Assuming that the stress is linear in strain (Fig. 3aiii) , the stress profile is also linear in x (Fig. 3aii) . Solving for S in this model, we find a very weak dependence of S on t that significantly falls short of describing our data -in particular, S remains positive for all t (green dashed curve in Fig. 2b) .
However, large strains lead to (geometric) nonlinearities, and we will now show these to play a pivotal role. For wide neo-Hookean beams, Fig. 3b illustrates that the stress-strain relation, as well as the stress and strain profiles, are nonlinear. An extensive numerical study reveals that, to leading order in beam aspect ratio and distance to buckling, the strain profile is linear and the stress profile is quadratic [14] . Keeping the leading order nonlinearity, we expand the axial stress as
where η describes the nonlinearity, ε b = −4π 2 Λ −2 is the strain at which the beam buckles when η = 0, and Λ = √ 12t −2 is the so-called slenderness ratio.
Combining extensibility and nonlinearity, and applying the virtual work theorem [15] on the deflection θ, compressive strain ε 0 and shear strain γ, leads to the following coupled equations for the neutral line of the beam [14] :
For η = 0, these equations reduce to the extensible linear Euler equation [13] .
To determine η, we first note that, for neo-Hookean materials under uniform uniaxial compression, η = −1 [16] . As buckling involves mixed uniaxial compression and bending deformations, η is slightly different and from the numerical profilesε(x) andσ(x) we determine that η ≈ −1.25 [14] .
To obtain the post-buckling slope in our model, we expand in the vicinity of the critical point (θ ≪ 1), keep terms up to O(θ 3 ) to capture the leading order nonlinear deflections, and keep leading order terms only in 4ηΛ −2
(slender beam limit) [14] . In Fig. 2b we compare the results of this calculation, using η = −1.25, for S as function of t to our experimental and numerical data, and find excellent agreement up to t = 0.2. Clearly, nonlinearity is the dominant ingredient for wide beam and discontinuous buckling.
Metabeams: Having identified the importance of nonlinearities, several questions arise: What would be the effect of strain weakening (η > 0)? Can we design beams with arbitrary post-buckling slope using intrinsically nonlinear materials? Can we exploit strong nonlinearities to achieve discontinuous buckling for slender beams?
To create strongly nonlinear strain weakening materials, we design metamaterials, formed by patterns of elliptical holes as shown in Fig. 4a . The ratio of the semimajor (semi-minor) axis and the pitch of these patterns is denoted by a (b), and it is convenient to parameterize these metamaterials by the dimensionless filament thickness ℓ := 1−(a+b) and flattening factor e := 1−b/a. The pattern chosen is close to that of circular holes, which has a sharp nonlinearity due to an underlying instability [17] [18] [19] [20] . The elliptical holes break symmetry and suppress this elastic instability [21, 22] , but the materials retains a strongly nonlinear stress-strain relation (Fig. 4a) . By a quadratic expansion of the stress around strainε, we then define the nonlinearity η(ε), where the nonlinearity at buckling, η(ε b ) will play the crucial role.
In Fig. 3c we show an example of the stress and strain profiles for such a strongly nonlinear, strain weakening material. In comparison to Fig. 3b , the stress profile has the opposite curvature. We will show in the following that when η is sufficiently large, S also becomes negative. We have created a series of six rubber metabeams (L = 220 mm, d = 29 mm, w = 22 mm, E = 1.1 × 10 6 Pa and t = 0.10) of varying ellipticity by 3d printing molds in which we cast a silicon rubber (see Fig. 1c ). These beams contain 9 × 98 = 882 holes, with ℓ = 0.3 and a range of values of e. In Fig. 4b we show that the force-compression curves of these beams indeed exhibit negative stiffness, and that the slope S becomes strongly negative when e → 0.
To probe the connection between the nonlinearity of the metamaterial and the postbuckling slope of the metabeams, we perform extensive simulations of 2D homogeneous metamaterials for a range of ℓ and e, and for 2D metabeams of varying aspect ratio t, ℓ and e. In Fig. 4c-d we show the variation of the postbuckling slope S (for t = 0.054) and nonlinearity parameter η (at the Euler critical strain corresponding to t = 0.054 , ε b = −9.6 × 10 −3 ) with ℓ and e. We observe a strong correspondence between η and S, which confirms that the strength of the nonlinearity sets the post-buckling slope, and that a judicious choice of the meta-parameters can lead to strongly discontinuous buckling.
Discontinuous Buckling of Slender Beams: In Fig. 5a we show numerical results for the boundary in the ℓ − e plane between positive and negative S for beams of thicknesses ranging from 9% to 1%. We now use this data to rationally design an experimental metabeam with desired post-buckling behavior. We pick a specific set of metaparameters (e = 0.1, ℓ = 0.2) for which the transition to discontinuous buckling occurs for a critical aspect ratio t s ≈ 5% (Fig. 5a) . We 3D print a mold consisting of 6 × 330 pillars (pitch = 1.65 mm) with these parameters, and mold a beam of length 520 mm, width 9.5 mm and 1980 holes (Fig. 5b-d) . By lateral clamping we vary the effective length L e of the metabeam, and thus its effective aspect ratio t e := 9.5mm/L e [24] . Fig. 5e shows that discontinuous buckling sets in for t e 5%, illustrating the success of our design strategy.
Returning to Fig. 5a , we observe that thinner beams require smaller values of ℓ, tantamount to stronger nonlinearities, to exhibit discontinuous buckling. Pushing our computational power to the edge, we find numerical examples of t = 0.01 beams that exhibit discontinuous buckling. Crucially, our data indicates that the critical value of ℓ scales linearly with t, so that suitable chosen metabeams can exhibit discontinuous buckling for arbitrary small values of the slenderness.
Outlook: In this work, we showed how metabeams can violate Euler's limit for slender beam bucking. This strategy is generic and very powerful for the rational design of other mechanical phenomena. We may ask whether the snapping instability -at stake in micro-actuators and sensors technology [25] -could be tweaked? Could we design metamaterials for which the post-buckling stiffness is larger than 1/2? Finally, we note that most mechanical metamaterials have a beam-like microstructure [22, [26] [27] [28] , and often draw on buckling for their functionality [17] [18] [19] [20] 29] . We envision that tunable microscopic buckling will be of great use for the rational design of hierarchical metamaterials [28, 30] .
